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ADDENDUM #1  
IFB #22-23-07 

SHS Softball Field Repair 
 

The following clarifications, amendments, additions, deletions, revisions, and/or modifications are hereby made a part of the Contract Documents for 
the above referenced project, and change the original documents only in the manner and to the extent stated below. This and all Amendments (Addenda) 
should be acknowledged on page 2 of the RFP, OR should be acknowledged by returning this form along with the bid or proposal.  
 
 
 

1. Is there a specified depth for drainage lines?  Ex. in outfield locations with finger laterals are under the grass, how much soil should be placed 
over stone before new Sod is placed to cover the trenches? 
All drain lines need to be at least 12” under surface and covered with at least 2” of 57 stone before soil replacement. Sod should not be needed 
as the trunk line will be on the edge of the warning track and the other lines should only require a 4-5” wide trench and the field will be over 
seeded. 
 

2. Should it be assumed that Sod should be placed over finger laterals in the outfield.  Can this be reclaimed sod from warning track/finger lateral 
construction? 
We do welcome reclaiming the sod from the warning track to cover the ditches but it is not required as we will be overseeing.  Ditches will need 
to be properly filled and tamped for a level playing surface. 
 

3. Can excess topsoil, unclassified soils, and sod generated from construction activities be wasted onsite. 
Waste onsite yes 
 

4. Can you please confirm type/species of grass currently in the outfield? 
Latitude 36 Bermuda grass 
 

5. Regarding infield HALO.  Can a rough sketch be provided illustrating the general limits/location of the artificial Turf? 
The limits of the halo can be defined at the site on any visit request.  Measurements for wings and halo may vary slightly from different 
company offerings. 
 

6. Does the Owner have any additional information of the type/manufacturer of Athletic Turf as a basis of design? 
There are many turf manufacturers around we do not have a preference on the choice of who just the type and logo and placement are the 
major factors as well as installation method. 

 
 

Please send all questions to Donna Wiggs (DBWiggs@spart7.org). 
 

Questions will be accepted until Thursday, September 29, 2022 @ 10:00 am. 
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Authorized Signature: _________________________________  
 
Company Name: _____________________________________ 
 
Date: _________________ 
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